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Clean ups and better waste management alone aren’t enough to stop
plastic pollution, we need to address this issue at the source.
We need to create a circular economy, by eliminating the plastics we
don’t need and innovating so that all plastics we do need can be easily
circulated in the system and never become pollution in the first place.
It is encouraging to see various stakeholders working together to
realise this vision for beverage packaging in Hong Kong.
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CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Participant achievements

263,940,000
plastic bottles recovered

2021 was an important year for the “Drink
Without Waste” campaign. The Single-Use
Beverage Packaging Working Group was formed
in 2017 to campaign for a producer responsibility
scheme for beverage containers. In 2021,
government received overwhelming support to
launch one during its 3-month consultation. We
anticipate the legislation to be implemented in
2024.
As a second milestone, we collected close to
50 million used plastic bottles by subsidizing
cleaners with 5 cents for every bottle returned
at designated return points. This subsidy
scheme sponsored by the Recycling Fund, the
‘Neighbourhood Bottle Reward Pilot Scheme’,
gives us confidence in low-cost bulk collection
channels and that it is possible to incentivize
Hong Kong’s large army of household, building
and street cleaners to grow the recycling rate of
used beverage containers.

Businesses and residents can help by keeping
used beverage containers separate from
garbage. To improve their confidence in
recycling we are building tools to ensure
transparency of the chain of custody.
Meanwhile, we advocate for the expansion
of public water bottle refill networks, and
the redesign of packaging for recycling.
Join the “Drink Without Waste” campaign
initiative and keep used beverage
containers separate – at work and
at home.

liquid cartons recovered

7

press
events

19

media
mentions

5

research
projects &
publications

30

working group
& subcommittee
meetings

NEIGHBOURHOOD BOTTLE REWARD PILOT SCHEME

The third milestone, is the roll out of Reverse
Vending Machine (RVM) Pilot Schemes by the
Environmental Protection Department. RVMs are
being installed at public places and government
facilities to provide consumers a refund of
10 cents for each plastic beverage container
returned.
Looking ahead, we will continue to build
on our four strategies: Reduce, Redesign,
Recover and Recycle. Our participants will
grow the capacity to recycle plastic bottles
and liquid cartons. In addition to reaching out
to government and legislators on the design
of the future Producer Responsibility Scheme
(PRS), we will roll out new subsidy schemes to
grow the recovery of used beverage containers.

7,130,000

The success and learnings from these voluntary
schemes will help direct the future PRS.

5.6M
funding
budget
Paul Zimmerman
Chairman
Single-Use Beverage Packaging
Working Group

53

recyclers
mobilized

49,800,000

plastic bottles
recovered

1000+

cleaners and
collectors benefited

4

used plastics
processors joined
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GOVERNMENT
POLICIES IN
2021
POLICY
ADVANCEMENTS
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Waste Blueprint
for Hong Kong 2035

Producer Responsibility
Scheme on Plastic
Beverage Containers

Regulation of Disposable
Plastic Tableware

The new blueprint released this
year aims to build a sustainable
and circular economy and
advocates its main goals as
“Waste Reduction ‧ Resources
Circulation ‧ Zero Landfill”.
The blueprint outlines the waste
reduction strategies, recovery rate
goals and measures (including
legislation) to tackle waste
management issues over the
next 12 years. A key theme is the
promotion of a “plastic-free”
culture within Hong Kong.

A three-month consultation
period started in February 2021
to solicit stakeholders’ views
on a PRS on plastic beverage
containers. The government
proposes a refund payable
upon the return of used plastic
beverage containers to stimulate
recycling. We fully support the
plans, with one caveat: the
legislation should cover all types
of beverage containers to avoid
a shift to other, potentially less
recyclable materials.

EPD also carried out a twomonth public consultation on
the ‘Regulation of Disposable
Plastic Tableware’ between
July and September 2021. The
proposal included a ban on
plastic cutlery at restaurants
in two phases. The first phase
would start around 2025 and
ban all expanded polystyrene
foam tableware as well as singleuse plastic tableware at dine-in
establishments. The second
phase would see a ban of all
single-use plastic tableware
for both dine-in and takeaway

public engagement
events

Plastic waste was a key action area for Government in
2021, with 3 public consultations and engagements
undertaken focused on beverage containers, tableware
and mixed plastics. Government received support from
the Legislative Council (LegCo) to proceed with its
municipal solid waste charging policies (MSW). At the
same time, EPD rolled out multiple initiatives to expand
recycling points throughout Hong Kong. We support
Government efforts to reduce waste arriving at landfills,
and to improve the recycling industry.

services.

Public Engagement on
Control of Single-Use
Plastics

Municipal Solid Waste
Charging

The Council for Sustainable
Development commenced
engagement on the control
of miscellaneous types
of single-use plastics not
already covered under the
proposed PRS for beverage
containers nor regulation
over plastic tableware
initiatives. Focus group
meetings and educational
events were organized to
seek views on how and
when to implement control
measures.

The Waste Disposal (Charging
for Municipal Solid Waste)
(Amendment) Bill 2018 was
passed by LegCo on August
2021. We fully supported the
required amendments in the
Ordinance in our response to
the Bills Committee. Charging
for waste is a necessity in
line with the “polluter-pays”
principle, which is a corner stone
for waste management policies.
The financial viability of recycling
as well as the motivation to
recycle will improve once once
a significant part of Hong
Kong’s waste management
costs is charged back to those
individuals and organisations
generating the waste.

2005

MSW Policy Framwork
issued by the Government

2018

Bill introduced to LegCo
on 14 November

2020

Bill shelved in LegCo
on 22 June

2021

Bill passed in LegCo
on 26 August

2023

Planned
implementation
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GOVERNMENT
PLASTIC
INITIATIVES

RVM Pilot Schemes

Pilot Scheme on Collection and
Recycling Service of Plastic Recyclable
Materials

Expansion of
Community Recycling
Networks

Pilot Programme on Smart Recycling
Systems

60

460

11

4

RVMs

>16m
plastic
beverage
containers
collected in
2021

60

RVMs to be
added in
2022

Government procured 60 return
vending machines (RVMs) for
various locations. EPD’s oneyear Pilot Scheme tested the
application of RVMs for the
collection of plastic bottles
with the instant payout of
10 cents per bottle to the
consumer. The pilot scheme
tests the operational efficiency,
effectiveness and costs of
RVMs for the recovery of plastic
bottles. More than 16 million
plastic beverage containers were
collected since its launch in the
first quarter of the year. Another
60 RVMs will be added in various
locations in 2022.

collections
points set up

9

additional
districts in
2022

This two-year Pilot Scheme
started in 2020 in three districts:
Eastern District, Kwun Tong
and Sha Tin. The contractors
under the Scheme provide free
centralized collection services for
mixed plastics from registered
residential buildings, schools,
public institutions and GREEN@
Community stores and stations. A
total of 460 collection points have
been set up in the three districts.
The service will extend to nine
additional districts in 2022.

GREEN
Stations

22

GREEN
stores

18

districts

10

additional
locations
in 2022

Two new GREEN stations in Sai
Kung and Wanchai, and four new
GREEN stores in Tai Kok Tsui,
Tai Po, Yuen Long and Mui Wo
commenced operations in 2021
year as part of the Community
Recycling Network. There are
currently a total of 11 stations
and 22 stores in all 18 districts.
Recycling spots are being hosted
by the GREEN stations and stores
as pop-ups at over 100 locations
on a regular schedule. EPD has
announced plans to expand to
ten more locations to strengthen
district-level recycling.

electronic
self-service
recycling
kiosks

80-100
locations
in 2022

Electronic self-service recycling
kiosks are on technical trial
at four GREEN Stations. The
system allows self-depositing
of paper, plastics, metals and
glass recyclables. The machines
measure and record the weight
of recyclables with smart scales,
and offer rewards electronically.
EPD is promoting the system with
their Community Smart Recycling
Vehicle. Plans are to roll-out
similar systems at another 80-100
locations in 2022.
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SINGLE-USE
BEVERAGE
PACKAGING
WORKING
GROUP
WHO WE ARE
The Single-Use Beverage Packaging Working
Group was established in 2017 to bring together
a broad coalition of stakeholders in Hong Kong
to focus on the reduction of waste from beverage
consumption. The working group unites and
aligns beverage manufacturers and importers,
waste handlers and recyclers, institutions, retailers
and NGOs.

Our Objective

To reduce single-use
beverage packaging and
to recover 70%-90% of
used beverage packaging.
We intend to achieve this by reducing the
use of single-use beverage packaging;
adopting sustainable beverage packaging
standards; recovering used beverage
packaging; and recycling the collected
materials.

Our Strategies

To minimize beverage packaging, and to steer
Hong Kong towards a circular system where used
beverage packaging has a market value that
incentivizes reuse, recovery and recycling.

Reduce
•

Encourage Bring
your Own Bottle
(”BYOB”) behaviour

Redesign
Our Purpose
Our participants are driven by a
common purpose to reduce waste
and improve local systems for a
cleaner environment and sustainable
community, while bringing their
individual expertise and purpose to
the cause.

•

Regulate
packaging
standards

Recover
•

Implement
convenient collection
networks and Valueon-Return Schemes

Our Focus
We focus on keeping used beverage
containers, a highly visible waste
category, out of landfills and the
environment. We decided to name our
initiative “Drink Without Waste”.

Recycle
•

Build state-of-the-art
recycling facilities
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Our Work
In 2017,
we formed the working group and commissioned our
first research to determine our strategies and actions.
In 2018,
we published a position paper highlighting
our Strategies and Actions. Subsequently, our
participants pledged their commitments in
addressing waste from used beverage packaging.
In 2020,
we released detailed research: “Blueprint: A
Statutory Value-On-Return Scheme for Hong
Kong’s Beverage Containers” based on which we
published our “Position Statement in anticipation
of the Public Consultation on a Producer
Responsibility Scheme for Beverage Packaging”
with recommendations for the design of a highperforming PRS, including the setting up of an
industry-led “Packaging Exchange”.
In the meantime, our participants undertook
voluntary actions, including the roll-out of water
dispensers, redesigning packaging for recycling,
the development and installation of RVMs, and
the construction and operation of recycling
capacity for plastic bottles and liquid cartons.

In 2021,
together with our participants, we collected
263.94 million plastic beverage containers and
7.13 million liquid cartons.

Our Timeline 2017-2025

2017
1st position paper
Strategy & Actions

2018
2019

2nd position paper
PRS for beverage
packaging

2020
2021

PRS Consultation

Voluntary schemes
by Working Group
participants to reduce,
redesign, recover
and recycle

2022
2023

PRS Legislation

2024

onwards

Statutory Producer Responsibility Scheme
Packaging Exchange
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OUR
PARTICIPANTS

OUR
GOVERNANCE

Beverage Industry
Single-Use Beverage
Packaging Working Group

Retail Industry
Executive
Committee

Drink Without Waste
Limited

Finance
Committee
Recover
Committee

The Working Group
operates under Terms of
Reference that outline the
commitments of all our
participants to act to the
highest corporate social
responsibility standards, and in
full compliance with competition
policies. The Working Group
meets five times a year to
exchange views on the direction
and the progress of the overall
campaign.
The Executive Committee
(ExCom) focuses on the
realisation of the strategic
direction and meets regularly
to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of actions against
the agreed strategies.

Reduce
Committee

Communications
Committee

Five Committees
have been formed: Reduce
Committee, Redesign
Committee, Recover
Committee, Finance Committee
and Communications
Committee. These provide
guidance and professional
advice on managing our
projects and initiatives to the
Secretariat. They engage with
independent consultants and
experts as needed. Participants
of the Working Group volunteer
to join a committee as they see
fit and contribute their expertise
and capabilities.

Redesign
Committee

Our Secretariat
Drink Without Waste Limited
is a not-for profit organisation
set up as the vehicle to provide
secretarial services, raise funds,
and undertake activities as
advised by the Working Group.
The founding members and
the Board of Directors are
participants in the Working
Group. It is a special purpose
vehicle which operates under
the advice from the Working
Group to help implement
agreed actions. The company
has applied for exemption from
tax as a charitable institution
under Section 88 of the Inland
Revenue Ordinance.

Resource Recovery

Real Estate & Facilities Management

NGOs & Foundations

Other Business and Institutions

Professional Services
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LEGISLATION IN PROGRESS

SHAPING
THE FUTURE
PRODUCER
RESPONSIBILITY
SCHEME

Government is consulting stakeholders on a future
producer responsibility scheme for beverage
containers.
The key points which require further elaboration in
advancing a PRS for Hong Kong are:
(1) the scope and type of packaging;
(2) the level of the proposed refund;
(3) the roles and responsibilities of beverage
companies and retailers; and
(4) the cost of operating the system.
The Environmental Protection Department is
expected to return to the Legislative Council
return to the Legislative Council with its findings,
recommendations and next steps in 2022. It
is anticipated that legislation for beverage
containers and plastic tableware will be brought
together.
We believe in and support a bespoke scheme for
Hong Kong that:
(1) covers all beverage packaging;
(2) starts with a low refund value;
(3) utilizes the existing network within the
recycling industry, combined with an industryled “Packaging Exchange” as a scheme
operator; and
(4) protects consumers by keeping the future
system operating costs low.

Packaging waste is a
problem that can be fixed.
The Government’s public consultation on a
Producer Responsibility Scheme (PRS) for plastic
bottles in 2021 was a milestone. The current
waste management system for single-use
beverage packaging is unsustainable as recycling
rates are meagre. A PRS would provide a level
playing field and a monetary incentive that
encourages the public to return used beverage
containers for recycling. The used containers
will be diverted away from landfills to recycling
facilities for processing into useful materials.

We fully support a PRS for effective, efficient
and sustainable recovery and recycling of all
used beverage containers. During the threemonth public consultation period, we issued
our position statement, and we stepped up
public engagement with media and different
stakeholders. To facilitate the public in expressing
support to Government, we prepared a
convenient, easy-to-fill form. EPD received over
2000 submissions, 497 of which were submitted
through our channels. Our participants submitted
detailed responses to EPD to express their
support of the PRS and share suggestions for
further improvements.

Producer Responsibility Schemes (PRS)
timeline for Hong Kong
•

Waste Disposal Ordinance (WDO)
•

•
•

Plastic Bag PRS Phase 1
(3,000 retail outlets)

HK Blueprint for Sustainable Use of
Resources 2013-2022 (ENB)

A bespoke scheme for Hong Kong
Based on our research and experience with the
“Neighbourhood Bottle Reward Pilot Scheme”,
we have determined a model that optimally suits
Hong Kong, a dense urban city where the majority
of residents travel by public transport and have
limited living and working spaces. Small volumes
of accumulated recyclables require frequent
drop-offs. This requires a convenient network
of return points. We believe a ‘Value-on-Return
Scheme’ whereby a refund is provided when a
beverage container is returned at a designated
point is the most suitable arrangement. This puts
responsibility on the beverage value chain for the
packaging it puts on the Hong Kong market.

Producer Eco-Responsiblity
Ordinance

•

70s & 80s

2008

2009

2013

•

Full implementation of Plastic
Shopping Bag PRS

2015

•

Enabling legislation for Glass
PRS passed

2016

•

Full implementation of WEEE

•

Enabling legislation for MSW
Charging Ordinance passed

Plastic Beverage Containers PRS
•

Disposable Tableware PRS

2018

2021

2024
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“All-in” for all packaging materials
Current plans for the PRS only cover plastic
beverage bottles. The future legislation should
apply equally to all beverage packaging
materials to ensure a comprehensive scheme.
Failure to legislate all types of packaging
materials could lead to migration to unrestricted
packaging types to avoid charges. Migration
to pouches or liquid cartons, which are less
recyclable, may create even more waste in our
landfills. Although Hong Kong has the ability to
process liquid cartons locally, financial viability
is a concern and pouches are not recyclable.
The capacity is not sufficient for current
consumption, let alone a future increase.

Possible timeline for a scheme for
beverage packaging

Start with a low refund value
Refunds at higher value increase system costs.
As the gap between the return value and the
market value of used materials goes up, the
incentive for fraud increases, for example,
encouraging importing of plastic bottles from
overseas. To defend against this is expensive,
and consumers will be left to absorb the costs
with an increase of retail prices. Consumer
opinion from a survey commissioned by
DWW suggest that a refund of 5 cents is a
good start for the majority of consumers to
keep their bottles separate for recycling.
Our Neighbourhood Bottle Reward Scheme
rewarding 5 cents per bottle is further evidence,
recovering 49.8 million plastic bottles in 11
months. We propose a starting point with a low
refund value at 5 cents per bottle, which is close
to the scrap value of plastic. The value can be
increased in the future if and when recovery
targets are missed, but it is difficult to decrease
the value if it is set at a high point initially.

Activating existing return networks

Industry-led “Packaging Exchange”

A collection network designed for Hong
Kong is one that utilizes existing collection
infrastructure for aggregating used beverage
containers. Hong Kong already has a highly
efficient and effective recycling network of
more than 400,000 cleaners including domestic
helpers, building and street cleaners, as well as
operators of recycling shops and trucks. This
network already keeps wastepaper and metal
out of the waste stream. This network is readily
available to provide bulk collection for beverage
packaging if suitably activated, as proven by the
“Neighbourhood Bottle Reward Pilot Scheme”.

We propose a “Packaging Exchange” to act as
a not-for-profit operator, with a diversified board
comprised of different stakeholders including
Government representatives to oversee the
operation, and an advisory council such as the
Advisory Council on the Environment to monitor
the outcomes. Staffing the single operator
with independent, experienced professionals
under the direction of a Non-Executive Board
comprised of Government, beverage value
chain and civil society stakeholders aligns the
Scheme tightly with the overall policy objectives.
It also fosters a focus on performance, and
helps secure beverage value chain buy-in.
Other benefits are that it keeps system costs
low, and minimizes impact on consumer choice,
convenience and cost.

2013

•

Packaging PRS announced for
study in 2016-18

2017-18

•

EPD-ERM Feasibility Study on Plastic
Beverage & Personal Care Containers

2019

•
•

Exchange forum with government
Draft ERM report

2020

•

Final ERM Report

2021

•

Public Consultation (3 months)

2022

•

Report back to LegCo
• Findings
• Recommended next steps

•

Drafting of enabling
legislation (amended
PERO amended
WDO)

•

Technical
arrangement

•

Review by EPD
Internal Advsiors

•

Legislative drafting
by DoJ

•

Final version to Secretary for the Environment

•

Vetting at LegCo Committee(s)

•

Implementation

2023

2024
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LEARNING FROM
VOLUNTARY SCHEMES

Our participants will
continue to roll out
voluntary schemes to
recover and recycle used
beverage packaging to
show our commitment.
These voluntary
programmes allow
government and other
stakeholders to capture
valuable experiences
and insights by tracking
their performance. The
outcomes can be used
to inform how the PRS is
implemented.

Listening to consumers
More PET bottles are being used in HK while
recycling rates are decreasing. Too few liquid
cartons are recycled. A public opinion survey
commissioned by the Working Group revealed
four main levers to increase recycling and
consumer participation: (1) ensuring convenience
in recycling; (2) building trust and confidence in
recycling; (3) providing value on return; and (4)
enhancing public education.

1. Consumer-oriented recycling solutions
Over half of the respondents said they would
like beverage packaging return solutions near
their homes. It is important to encourage
separation with a convenient and accessible
return network. This can be achieved with
effective placement of recycling bins in places
where people reside, commute, work or shop,
and by motivating cleaners to keep and return
materials separately.

2. Building trust and confidence
There is a lack of trust in our recycling system.
There is widespread doubt whether recyclables
- especially plastics - flow to legitimate
processors. Transparency in the chain of
custody of recyclable materials is key.

3. Providing value on return
Incentives to reward recovering used beverage
containers are essential. We demonstrated that
a small incentive works for cleaners to keep
beverage containers separate. Between now
and the forthcoming PRS, we will continue
to explore schemes which may increase the
recycling rate of beverage containers by
offering incentives.

4. Enhancing public education
Education is an important pillar of our work.
Without environmental knowledge and
awareness from the public, no amount of
infrastructure and facilities will be used. Along
with our partner NGOs, we continue to inspire
progress through community engagement,
partnerships, education and advocacy.

More information can be found on our website, including:
•
Position Statement 1: Strategies and Actions
•
Blueprint: A statutory Value-on-Return scheme for
Hong Kong’s Beverage Containers
•
Consumer Survey: Plastic Bottle Recycling – Public
Attitudes and Behaviours
•
Value-On-Return Scheme: Management and
Governance
•
Position Statement 2: PRS for Beverage Packaging
•
Submission to the Public Consultation of PRS on
Plastic Beverage Containers
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ENCOURAGING
THE RETURN OF
USED PLASTIC
BOTTLES

The Working Group made
significant progress with
recovering beverage
packaging including
plastic bottles and liquid
cartons from the waste
stream this year.
The “Neighbourhood Bottle Reward
Scheme”, a subsidy scheme funded by
the Recycling Fund, has demonstrated the
opportunity created by offering cleaners a
financial incentive for returning used plastic
bottles in bulk at one of 53 designated
recycling locations.
Our participants have also invested in
RVMs and are installing RVMs funded by
Government. Through brands such as Mil
Mill, our participants are actively collecting
used liquid cartons.

NEIGHBORHOOD BOTTLE
REWARD SCHEME

1,245
tonnes
= 49.8
million
plastic bottles
recovered in

11

months

With a $5.6 million budget from the Recycling
Fund, we carried out an Industry Support
Programme “A pilot scheme on establishment
of a single-use plastic beverage bottle
recycling network” (ISP-1920-16-007). The
subsidy scheme helped identify and develop
viable collection pathways for beverage
containers. Collection rates increased month
by month until the end of the scheme. A total
of nearly 50 million bottles were recovered.
The scheme provided insights in collector
motivations, collection logistics and workable
administrative arrangements.
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SUBSIDY SCHEME
HIGHLIGHTS

49,800,000 $4.2m

plastic bottles
recovered in
11 months

Subsidy Scheme for cleaners
(11 months)

49,794,268 bottles
14,130,000 bottles

subsidies
distributed

cleaners &
1000+ frontline
collectors benefitted

81%

EPD RVM Scheme
(1st 11 months)

60 RVMs

Data source: https://www.hkrvm.com.hk/en/

Media coverage of our Neighbourhood Scheme

147

site
inspections

17

districts
covered

recyclers

18

recyclers want the
scheme to continue

53 recyclers

53

recycling
pop-ups

4

partnerships
with processing
plants

1

24

corner
shops

recycling area in
shopping mall
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Small incentives for high volumes

A subsidy was provided to guarantee a 5-cent
scrap value to cleaners returning a used plastic
bottle. This resolved the problem of the low
and volatile market value of plastics. The 5-cent
guarantee, together with a 3.5 cents logistics
subsidy to the recycler, proved to be sufficient
to activate these existing recycling networks
(currently handling paper and metal) to also
collect large volumes of plastic bottles. Over
11 months, 1,245 tonnes of plastic bottles were
collected, 149% more than our original 500-tonne
target.

Highly effective network of cleaners

Unbeknownst to the public eye, a more than
400,000-strong army of street cleaners, building
cleaners and domestic helpers play a crucial
role in recycling. They form a large network of
informal collectors of recyclable materials. They
are the backbone of Hong Kong’s recycling
system and are responsible for the high recovery
rates of wastepaper and metal. The subsidy
scheme, which was designed to target waste
pickers, saw more than 80% of the used bottles
being recovered by cleaners instead. They have
well-developed relationships with recyclers and
processors who collect recyclable materials in
their neighbourhoods. Residents and workers
support cleaners by keeping materials separate.
The volumes they generate are best collected in
bulk instead of with RVMs. Cleaners readily collect
additional materials and welcome the additional
new revenue streams.

Bulk collection supplements RVMs

A comparison between bulk collection
and RVMs

Bulk collection from cleaners is cost effective and
scalable. Over the 11-month time period, the
subsidy scheme collected 4.9 times the number
of bottles recovered through EPD’s network of
60 RVMs with fewer locations. Bulk collection
networks supported by cleaners operate at lower
cost while it is noted that the subsidy scheme
only operated for 11-months, exponential growth
in collection was seen in the last months as
cleaners and household became familiar with
the opportunity to recycle plastic bottles. Based
on the data collected we can assume significant
potential if we were to continue such schemes.

RVM systems attract consumer attention,
mechanize fraud prevention and rebate payments,
and limit contamination. The drawbacks are that
the system and operations are higher than for than
manual operations, limiting scalability. Capacity
constraints demand well-staffed maintenance to
avoid consumer disappointments. Bulk recovery
of bottles is more cost effective as the material
is handled by existing recycling networks. The
downside is a lack of data and compliance
controls. Bulk collection networks also often
occupy larger public spaces, often temporarily.
There is role for each collection method as they
can complement each other to achieve the target
recovery rates for beverage containers.

SMALL MATERIAL RECOVERY
FACILITIES (SMRFS) ARE
KEY FOR BULK COLLECTION
Bulk collection and sorting can often be observed in or next to refuse collection points, and
in car parks of buildings where there is spare capacity. Bulk collection volumes are generated
at recycling points which pop-up temporarily but on a regular basis in or near housing and
residential estates. Building and street cleaners discharge and sort collected materials for
disposal or sale in these areas. They make flexible use of spare space in response to the time
of day and shifting conditions. Others operate trucks alongside a road or building. Materials
are removed at the end of the day or at regular intervals during the week. These Small Material
Recovery Facilities (SMRFs) (prounouced as Smurfs – the same as the blue gnomish cartoon
figures) are numerous and are mostly unclassified, but can be readily included in any new
collection approach.

Support for SMRFs is critical for
growing recycling volumes

Recycling needs space

Successful pop-ups are located close to waste
sources and at the centre of each catchment
area. Locations near existing refuse collection
points are ideal as they’re on the route
of cleaners and have existing convenient
vehicular access for trucks. However, SMRFs
have yet to gain visibility in policy making and
legislation. As these facilities often operate in
grey areas, there is a risk of substantial new
obstacles and negative public perception which
need to be managed. There needs to be a
recognition of the value of SMRF operations
for the community. Government and Property
Management Offices (PMOs) can offer support
expanding and improving the spaces occupied
for bulk collection and sorting of recyclables in
the buildings they manage. District Councils can
consider acknowledging areas where SMRFs
can operate temporarily but regularly in the
community.

We have made submissions in support of SMRFs,
especially recycling shops and trucks, to the
Ombudsman who is examining Government’s
regulation of illegal occupation or obstruction of
streets by goods and miscellaneous articles. We
understand the challenges that face recyclers in
their day-to-day operations, especially the lack of
flexible storage space and loading areas. Their
demand for space varies throughout the day as
recyclables come and go, often forcing them to
make use of space outside the footprint of their
premises for collection. Bureaucratic obstacles
and penalties by law enforcement authorities
will hinder the industry. Our recommendations
to the Ombudsman include: (1) tolerate areas
for shopfront extensions onto public space by
recycling shops; (2) offer hawker licenses for
temporary use of public space for mobile recyclers
using trucks or pop-ups and (3) re-allocate shortterm tenancy sites for the trading, collection,
sorting and stockpiling of recyclables.

BUILDING RECYCLING CAPACITY
FOR USED PLASTICS
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PARTICIPATING
LOCAL PROCESSORS
Lau Choi Kee Papers Company Limited

49.8m
plastic bottles
collected under our
subsidy scheme were
sent to four local
plastics processors.

was established in 1950 as a wastepaper
collection business. Their business has since
expanded to metals and plastics. They process
plastics including PET into flakes at their
Sheung Shui site. They also operate two transfer
stations at Kowloon Bay and Heng Fa Tsuen
to collect and stockpile recyclables. They were
awarded the contract for EPD’s plastic recycling
pilot scheme covering housing estates,
commercial and industrial buildings, as well as
government’s recycling stations and stores, in
the Sha Tin district.

located in Yuen Long, was established in 2001.
They are currently the contractor for EPD’s plastic
recycling pilot scheme covering the Eastern and
Kwun Tong districts. Collected plastics will be
processed to flakes and pellets for PET and HDPE
respectively, and then sold to manufacturers. They
have a new mechanical equipment line imported
from Europe to carry out sorting of different
plastics.

The processors receiving bottles under our
scheme were vetted by waste management
experts based on a set of approval criteria. Key
concern was the transparency and sustainability
of their operations. We selected processors who
convert locally sourced used plastics into high
quality materials, fit to be repurposed into useful
end products. We will continue to seek out
additional reliable recycling capacity for plastic
bottles to support the growth of this resource in
Hong Kong.

“

Veolia HK signed the BES Low Carbon
Charter, pledging to set and achieve
decarbonisation targets by 2030, during
Eco Expo Asia 2021 in October 2021. Veolia
continues to look for opportunities to
bring in its expertise in plastic recycling
to Hong Kong and participate to develop a
more circular economy.”

—— Veolia

Success Grand Environmental Limited

HanKang Recycling Limited
located in Yuen Long, was established in
2017. They collect plastics from housing
estates, commercial and industrial buildings,
recyclers, as well as from importers. Their
on-site mechanical processing system from
Germany converts the used plastics into
quality materials for resale. PET is recycled into
wrapping straps used for various application
in industrial packaging locally and on the
mainland. HDPE and PP are turned into pellets
used for manufacturing new plastic products.

New Life Plastics
is located in EcoPark, Tuen Mun. A large-scale
recycling plant that transforms plastic bottles in
food-grade materials is nearing commissioning.
The installation of equipment was delayed due to
Covid travel restrictions. The commissioning trials of
the cutting and washing lines are ongoing and full
operations is expected at the beginning of 2022.
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“

We look forward to providing cutting-edge technology to
close the loop from a used bottle to a new recycled bottle.
We will work closely with the local community to build
recycling networks and a steady feedstock of used PET and
HDPE bottles. We will work with schools, NGOs and artists
to create education programs and recycling schemes. New
Life Plastics is proud and ready to help manage Hong Kong’s
plastic bottle waste.

“

All collected PET bottles are sent to our
joint-venture recycling facility, New Life Plastics.
The recycling plant will commence operation
in 2022. Moving forward, Swire Coca-Cola can
further enhance our effort in closing the loop
through packaging recycling.

—— Swire Coca-Cola

—— New Life Plastics

“

As part of New Life Plastics,
we look forward to the commencement of the
plastics recycling facilities at EcoPark in Q1 of
2022.

—— Baguio

“

Alba are pleased to be able to bring their
expertise to the development and successful
operation of this facility which will form part of
Hong Kong’s move to the circular economy.

—— ALBA Group (Asia) Limited
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ENCOURAGING THE
RETURN OF USED
BEVERAGE CARTONS

Vitasoy continues to partner with Mil Mill, the
first pulp mill and education centre to recycle
beverage cartons in Hong Kong, as well as schools
and organisations, on its Clean Carton Recycling
Programme. The programme has expanded its
recovery network to

>420

collection points
in the past year.

The wide network of collection points includes
schools, supermarkets, convenience stores, district
councillor offices, housing estates, shopping
malls, and Government’s recycling stations and
stores across the territory.

After PET bottles (65%), cartons are the most
common packaging format for drinks sold in
Hong Kong (17%), slightly ahead of metal cans
(16%) . New packaging types such as pouches are
establishing market share. Each material has its
own opportunities and challenges in recovery and
recycling.

Liquid cartons are a poor
substitute for plastic bottles in
terms of recycling.
The recycling value of liquid cartons is less than
metal and PET and require difficult levels of
consumer involvement (e.g. cutting and cleaning
cartons) to collect successfully. To avoid a shift
from plastic bottles to liquid cartons, we urge
government to include all beverage packaging
materials under the future producer responsibility
scheme. We will continue to work closely with our
participants to recover liquid cartons from the
waste stream.
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Drink Carton Recycling Cash Reward
Programme

Building capacity for recycling liquid
cartons

Green Power, one of our NGO participants,
has been promoting liquid carton recycling in
Hong Kong since 2016. They received funding
from the Recycling Fund in 2019 to carry out a
project, Drink Carton Recycling Cash Reward
Programme, that awarded a cash incentive for
liquid carton recycling at 5 cents per unit ($3.3/
kg). This subsidy scheme helped create a viable
recovery network for liquid cartons. In the first
year, close to 10 tonnes were collected, with
participation by 23 recyclers, over 333,000 liquid
cartons. The subsidy scheme aimed to motivate
channels including frontline collectors, recyclers
and recycling yards to collect liquid cartons and
to provide temporary consolidation space. The
scheme also saw restaurants volunteering to
donate their used liquid cartons to cleaners and
other frontline collectors who receive financial
subsidies for the materials they recover.

Mil Mill, operated by one of our participants,
SSID, is the first pulp mill recycling beverage
cartons in Hong Kong. Located in Yuen Long
Industrial Estate, they have the capacity to
process 20 tonnes of cartons daily, and convert
them into paper pulp. They separate the paper
fibre from the other polymer and aluminium
layers.

“

The waste issue continues
to be one of Green Power’s
main concern areas. Using
“Drink Carton Recycling
Cash Reward Programme”
as a pilot, we advocate for a
PRS for beverages to create
a sustainable pathway for
recycling in Hong Kong.”

—— Green Power

In 2021, Mil Mill recycled about 240 tonnes of
beverage cartons equivalent to about 8 million
packs. Compared to over 24,090 tonnes going
to landfills, there is still a long way to go. The
used packaging was turned into more than 180
tonnes of pulp which was then shipped to paper
mills as raw materials for production of everyday
items, such as toilet paper, cardboard boxes,
paper shopping bags, stationaries, cat litter,
and 3D print filament. Besides this, Mil Mill has
accommodated more than 150 educational tours
for more than 3,000 visitors.

~10 Tonnes
liquid cartons were
collected by

23

recyclers

240 tonnes

beverage cartons
recycled by MilMill to

>180 tonnes
of paper pulp
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BUILDING TRUST:
CHAIN OF CUSTODY
FOR RECYCLABLE
MATERIALS

Transparency and accountability are critical to
building trust in Hong Kong recycling network.
Our consumer research indicates that trust is a
key driver in consumers’ recycling behaviour. We
endeavor to shed light on the whereabouts of
recyclable materials at every stage between the
consumer and the processor. We are seeking out
procedures, processes and technology which
can create maximum transparency and lowest
possible cost.
Transparency and trust are critical factors in
evaluating partners in the Drink Without Waste
campaign, including processors, logistics
providers, property management, producers and
retailers. The subsidy pilot schemes gave us an
opportunity to test processes and technology for
counting, weighing, reporting, and verification.

A ticker on our website
Our website - DrinkWithoutWaste.org is updated monthly and displays the
number of plastic beverage bottles and liquid cartons which we can account
for being collected for recycling in Hong Kong since 2019 when our website
was created. Data from programmes and initiatives across the Working Group
and other publicly available data are consolidated to inform the public on the
number of beverage containers recovered.

An interactive map
Our website also shows the
locations where consumers can
drop off plastic bottles and liquid
cartons, and where they can refill
water bottles and avoid singleuse packaging altogether.
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ADVOCACY FOR
PACKAGING
AVOIDANCE &
REDESIGN

Market leaders are spearheading
their redesign journey.
Coca-Cola China Ltd, together with its
bottling partner Swire Coca-Cola HK,
rebranded its mineralized water brand
Bonaqua® in mid-2021, together with a
major change over to more sustainable
packaging design. The brand has switched to
clear plastic bottles to enhance its recycling
value and water bottle labels now carry clear
information about material components to
facilitate better recycling.
As part of the rebranding, Bonaqua launched
the first locally produced 100% rPET labelless bottles for Bonaqua®, which enables
more efficient recycling by eliminating one
packaging component.

Key objectives in our advocacy work are
the reduction of packaging waste and the
redesign of packaging for recycling to
minimize waste.
Our work includes research, promotion and
hosting discussions such as at the ReThink HK
2021 forum and expo.

Our reduce campaign

Urging Government to upgrade
and expand the public network of
water dispensers

We recognise that the most effective strategy
to reduce used-beverage packaging is to shift
consumers to refill their own bottles from water
dispensers: 55% of discarded plastic bottles were
used for water. The #drinkHKwater campaign
aims to develop trust and build confidence in the
quality and safety of drinking water in Hong Kong.
We celebrated the World Refill Day on 16 June
2021 with a social media campaign encouraging
people to bring their own bottle and use existing
water dispensing facilities. We are developing
a research program to better understand how
to redesign the water dispenser, refill and reuse
experience. A water experience workshop was
conducted to better understand consumers.

60% of government water dispensers
continue to be suspended for hygiene
safety reasons. However, our research
showed that while traditional water
fountains remain closed, bottle refill stations
continue to operate including at the airport
and in hospitals. Based on this we urged
LCSD, which operates the public parks,
promenades, pleasure grounds, beaches,
sports and cultural facilities, as well as the
FEHD, which operates public toilets, to
replace all water fountains with bottle refill
equipment.

Watsons Water’s Smart Water
Refilling Machine encourages
everyone to adopt a “Bring Your
Own Bottle” and “Drink Without
Waste” lifestyle.

Scan here for
more information

The brand has also made sparkling water
available in aluminum cans to provide
consumers with yet another recyclable option.
Watsons Water launched the Watsons
Sleeveless Distilled Water this year. They are
the first major local beverage manufacturer
to launch a label-less plastic water bottle
design. Being crystal-clear in design, it helps to
showcase the purity of their water and enhance
the recyclability of the bottle.
They also partnered with PATHWATER in
2021 to be the first Hong Kong beverage
manufacturer to produce prefilled bottled
water packaged in highly reusable bottles.
With the bottle body made with 70% recycled
aluminum body and a sleeveless design to the
bottle body as well to enhance its recyclability
to 100%.

Design for recycling is a new
approach to packaging design.
By improving recyclability and maximising
the value of the recycling output, Design for
Recycling (DfR) can contribute to improving
recycling rates for Hong Kong’s beverage
packaging. To help businesses get started
on their “Design for Recycling” journey,
we are conducting webinars with local and
international practitioners and experts. Two
webinars were hosted this year and the
program will continue in 2022.
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JOIN US:
EVERY DROP
COUNTS

Swire Properties

25,100

plastic bottles
collected

Bins to separately collect plastic beverage
bottles were placed through Taikoo Place
in July 2021. 627.5 kg, equivalent to 25,100
plastic bottles, have been collected. The
recycling initiative is part Swire Properties’
pledge to reduce waste and to build resource
circularity awareness among the Taikoo Place
community.

Watsons Water

We encourage individuals, companies and
venues to join the Drink Without Waste
campaign initiative. First, consider installing
water bottle refill stations, supporting
consumers who bring their own bottle.
Second, bins and bags separating used
beverage packaging from other waste will
allow cleaners, collectors and recyclers to
reclaim the highest possible material value.
We can all help ensure a trusted return
network and transparent reporting throughout
the chain of custody. Joining our campaign
not only helps increase recycling rates, you will
also inspire people. We celebrate the actions
different Working Group participants and
campaign partners are already undertaking.

Watsons Water Recycling Green Point provides
incentives for bottle return and a network of
partners from across different sectors through
RVMS. They are the contractor awarded by EPD,
through open tender, for Stage 1 and Stage 2 of
the RVM Pilot Scheme. Over 16 million bottles
were collected in less than 12 months. In 2022,
Watsons Water will further invest to care for our
planet. This includes introducing new eco-friendly
products to fulfill our consumers’ needs; and
collaborating with different organisations and
associations to expand the network of Smart
Bottle Reverse Vending Machines and Smart
Water Refilling Machines. The ultimate goal is to
make a waste-less / waste-free experience more
accessible and more convenient.

Swire Coca-Cola HK

>4.2m

bottles collected

Swire Coca-Cola HK has piloted the “Tap, Return
and Earn” Beverage Bottles Redemption Scheme
since September 2019. Reverse vending machines
were installed at key locations and more than
4.2 million bottles have been collected to date.
SCCHK also operates an Incubation of Network
Return Operator (NRO) project to promote
at-source and clean collection of eight types of
recyclables in large-scale residential estates. In the
coming year, they also target extending packaging
recovery to other types of beverage packaging.
They will further explore other collection channels
and look into running various schemes in parallel
to strengthen the recovery and recycling network.

Coca-Cola China Ltd.
CCCL continues its effort in driving partnerships
through community collection programs, as
part of the journey towards The Coca-Cola
Company’s global vision of a World Without
Waste. Launched in October 2020, The CocaCola Foundation partnered with World Green
Organisation and New Life Plastics on a
7-month collection program to promote clean
plastics recycling across 8 local districts.
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Vitasoy

128

schools within Vitaland network to
collect used liquid cartons

Vitasoy has incorporated messages of resource
conservation in its Go Green Life marketing
campaign, featuring the 100% rPET bottle,
Reverse Vending Machines (RVMs) and Water
Refill Stations. Vitasoy has continued to expand
the application of recycled PET packaging
to other product ranges. In 2022, Vitasoy will
continue to promote a green lifestyle with
sustainable consumption and clean recycling.
Through collaborations with different stakeholders
and educational activities, Vitasoy will work
towards using more environmentally friendly
materials and minimising the impact of waste
generated by public consumption.

IKEA

Hung Fook Tong

Together with Dairy Farm International, IKEA
has installed 8 RVMs, two in each of its four
stores, to collect plastic beverage bottles,
aluminum cans and liquid cartons offering a 10
cents reward. IKEA’s goal is to reduce plastic
and landfill waste.

11,600

plastic bottles
collected

Hung Fook Tong continues to sponsor “Recycle
Actions of Returning Plastic Bottles” initiatives by
offering discount coupons at recycling machines
found at over 80 locations across Hong Kong.
More than 116,000 bottles were collected and
recycled in the first six months of 2021. In 2021,
two RVMs for plastic bottles have been placed at
stores in Cyberport and Fortress Hill to encourage
customers to recycle clean PET/PP beverage
bottles.

Clean Waterways Initiative
CWI operates solar powered vessels to collect
plastic debris from waterways and to raise
awareness for plastic pollution. They placed
bins near the locations where vessels operate
to collect plastic bottles and aluminum cans.

109,244

plastic bottles
collected

Bins for the collection of plastic and glass
bottles from car drivers and passengers were
placed at 31 gas stations. Since January
2021, 2,731 kg, equivalent to 109,244 plastic
bottles, were collected.

The Loops
The Loops specializes in door-to-door recycling
services for residentials and commercial
enterprises. With their one-stop recycling
service, their team brings recyclables to their
studio for further treatment and sorting before
forwarding to different recycling plants across
Hong Kong for processing. They believe that
any material won’t matter in a linear economy,
only changing the afterlife of them is the key to
complete the Loops.

Love Recycling Plus
Love Recycling Plus is a young start-up
facilitating better recycling. Their service
includes providing recycling bins to households
and businesses, and the collection of
recyclables for delivery to qualified recyclers.

Esso

Sou Sou Plastic Recycling Service
Sou Sou Plastic Recycling Service provides
door-to-door recyclable pick-ups on Hong
Kong Island. Sou Sou collects beverage
drinking bottles, take away utensils and
containers and other plastics, as long as they
are clean and dry. All their recyclables go to
trusted recycling plants in New Territories.

HK Recycles
HK Recycles is a social enterprise that provides
professional and accountable waste management
solutions for office and residential areas. They
offer door-to-door collection services from low
density housings to large residential complexes,
from small start-up offices to large enterprises,
and from small local retail shops to multi-national
brands. The service includes education sessions,
continuous feedback and data-reporting which
help foster a greener culture and ecological
awareness.
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Baguio

>8,000Tonnes

plastic bottles
collected

Baguio expanded its recycling network to 2,300+
collection points throughout Hong Kong. Over
8,000 tonnes of plastic beverage bottles and glass
containers were collected in 2021. Partnerships,
including with Swire Properties, ExxonMobil
Hong Kong and Clean Waterways Initiatives
resulted in 60+ return locations for plastic bottles,
glass bottles and metals cans. In 2022, Baguio
will continue to promote the collection of used
beverage packaging and leverage its recycling
network to expand the number of convenient
packaging return locations for the general public.

“

Since 2018, The Green Earth has conducted over 120 brand audits on single-use beverage PET
bottles left on non-gazetted beaches throughout Hong Kong aiming to find out the source of
the problem. Our published research findings put pressure to getting at least the leading local
beverage producers to eventually set aside resources for cleaning up their mess. The Green
Earth, from day one, advocates the holistic waste management approach rather than merely
recycling as we understand so well that recycling is not an efficient means and can hardly
recover much higher rates of used bottles from almost every corner of the city while producer
responsibility legislation is still non-existence. We keep advocating the public, the government
and the producers to avoid producing single-use beverage bottles by bringing their reusable
bottles and providing water/drinks refilling facilities. The pace of setting up refilling facilities
in public venues is rather slow as producers put relatively more efforts in launching recycling
programmes to demonstrate their preferred responsibility. The government consultation on
producer responsibility on plastic beverage containers has ended on May 21, no updates were
released. Instead of waiting for the government to regulate, producers should work harder and
faster at the higher level of waste management - avoidance!

—— Edwin Lau, M.H, The Green Earth

ADM Capital Foundation
In 2021, the ADM Capital Foundation
complemented its active participation in Drink
Without Waste’s various committees with
improved systems in its own operations. In the
office, a recycling system was installed and
gradually expanded, and a set of Bring-YourOwn (BYO) cups and food containers was made
available for takeout, in addition to the reusable
tableware that is available for use in the office.
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Designing Hong Kong

Plastic Free Seas

> 7 Tonnes

waste removed from
beaches

Plastic Free Seas reached over 10,000 students
with 122 educational talks on the issue of plastic
marine pollution, focusing on solutions and
empowering students with the knowledge and
the tools they need to make change happen and
reduce single-use plastic waste. They collected
over 38,000 liquid cartons in the 1st half of 2021.
To help keep our beaches and ocean clean, they
removed over 7.4 tonnes of waste during 40 beach
cleanups, recycling all the clean beverage bottles
and cans they found. They are also proud to
continue this year as Clean Waterways Initiative’s
education partner with 7 educational boat trips.

Designing Hong Kong Limited proudly supported
Drink Without Waste by providing secretarial
support services during 2021. They designed and
led the “Neighbourhood Bottle Reward Scheme”
recovering close to 50 million plastic bottles. By
initiating research into the availability of water
dispensers during COVID, they identified the
need to replace water fountains with bottle refill
stations. Other research identified the opportunity
provided by vacancies in wet markets to provide
conveniently located recycling stores.

Hong Kong Jockey Club

85

water points have been installed at
Sha Tin and Happy Valley racecourses.

The Club’s policy on avoiding single-use
plastics has included stopping the sales and
provision of water in single-use plastic bottles
except in emergency situations. Bottled water
has been removed from vending machines
and free drinking water is available for all
staff and visitors at the Club’s offices and
clubhouses as well as the other operations
that it manages. Meanwhile, a total
of 85 water refill points have been
installed at Sha Tin and Happy
Valley racecourses.

Coordinate4you

Fung Group
Fung Group supports the Drink Without Waste
campaign and participated in EcoDrive’s
Enough Plastic campaign to encourage
colleagues to avoid using single-use plastics
in their daily lives. The Group is thankful for
the passionate participation from colleagues
and hope to continue inspiring collective and
individual action towards a more sustainable
future.

As a consultancy firm focused on sustainability
and training, they have shared the Drink Without
Waste campaign with their clients to help raise
awareness and to develop wider business
participation around improving single use
beverage packaging, reuse and refilling. They
have facilitated discussions with our corporate
clients that resulted in improved strategies and
supply chain participation on RTHK and at HK
Green Drinks.

Carbon Wallet
The extensive database and
interactive map of recovery points
and water refill locations maintained
by the Drink Without Waste initiative
is featured on the Carbon Wallet
app. It is part of their partnership
for data sharing and joint marketing
promotions. The app allows the
public to find the nearest drop point
for recyclables, and the location for
refilling water bottles.

Business Environmental
Council
In 2021, BEC continued to push for
government policies that promote and
support the circular economy, and drive
change in corporate and individual
behaviours in waste treatment, sorting,
recycling and resource conservation. They
published a baseline report on “Circularity
Assessment of Hong Kong”, and alongside
organised events to demonstrate the
business case for circularity and encourage a
circular business mindset, sustainable design
practices that emphasise less packaging, and
the selection of materials that are reuseable
and/or recyclable.
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MTR

> 670,000

Nestlé Hong Kong
disposable water
bottles avoided

Since 2019, MTR has installed water dispensers
at selected stations to encourage passengers
to use refillable drinking bottles in place
of single-use plastic beverage containers.
In 2021, MTR has installed two more water
dispensers at Tai Po Market and East Tsim
Sha Tsui stations. Passengers are now able
to refill drinking water free of charge in 12
MTR stations. All these water dispensers have
been dressed up with a new look for easy
identification. Since the launch, these water
dispensers have helped passengers avoid use
of over 670,000 disposable water bottles.

~900KG

Type 5 PP plastic recycled
by pilot campaign

In order to promote clean recycling of Type
5 Polypropylene (“PP”) plastic, Nestlé Hong
Kong, a member of Hong Kong Beverage
Association, has joined forces with Hong Chi
Association to implement a “Type 5 PP Plastic
Recycling Pilot Campaign” in Yuen Long since
August 2020 with over 30 recycling points. As
of 30 June 2021, the pilot campaign recycled
around 900KG of Type 5 PP plastic, whose
weight is equivalent to over 22,500 takeaway
meal boxes to upcycle the collected plastic
into 3,500 eco-friendly clothes hangers,
successfully turning waste into resources and
enabling a circular life cycle for the plastic.

“

Drink Without Waste has demonstrated that
stakeholders from different sectors and parts of
the society can join hands to tackle environmental
challenges. We are committed to continue our
environmental advocacy work in promoting a
zero carbon, zero waste lifestyle. We will continue
to engage the government, businesses, and
communities to drink more sustainably. We will
encourage equitable solutions like deposit-refund
schemes to encourage sustainable change in
businesses practices and personal behaviours.

EcoDrive
—— Friends of the Earth
One of Hong Kong’s largest and most visible
campaigns on single-use plastics “Enough
Plastic” ran from May 30 to end July 2021. The
theme was 少塑從「揀」- reducing single use
plastic by making better choices. The popularity
and reach of artists Aaron Kwok and Karen Mok
helped engage the public. The artists created a
catalogue of images that stresses the importance
of our everyday choices and how they can have
a direct impact on the environment. There were
over 15 million views of the stars sharing their
tips on social media plus millions of eyeballs
on the campaign’s prominent outdoor ads and
minibuses.
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FINANCIALS
(IN HKD)

Our Funding

2021

2020

2019

2018

$7.05m

$2.66m

$3.26m

$2.86m

Beverage &
Retail Industry
Foundation
Corporates
Waste Industry
NGOs
Recycling
Fund

Our Expenses

$500,000

$500,000

$60,000

$40,000

$230,000

$160,000

$17,968

$17,488

$592,000
$120,000
$420,000

$1,700,000
$550,000
$300,000
$290,000
$16,448

$36,842

$5,067,702
$5,062,701.86

$7.97m

Administration
& Operations

$3.79m

Buy-back of
used beverage containers

$4.18m

Our Reserves (year-end)

$2,090,000

$1,850,000

$1,262,710

$1.58m

$1.37m
$1.37m

$2.50m

$2.43m

$2.47m

$2.43m

$2.47m

$1.22m

$0.39m

